OPEC to consider cutting oil production — The market monitoring committee of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries urged its members to slow oil production in an effort to support sagging prices. The 13 OPEC members met yesterday to consider action in response to price cuts by oil exporting Britain, Canada, Norway, and Nigeria. Nigeria, an OPEC member, said Sunday it would not cut production or raise its discounted price.

Israel adopts policy for Lebanon mediation — Israel's cabinet Sunday called for US mediation in that country's occupation of Lebanon. Such mediation is intended to obtain the withdrawal of Israeli troops from Southern Lebanon and guarantees against infiltration of guerrillas or the Syrian army into that area. A US State Department representative said an American role in mediation was unlikely at present. "There are a lot of things that have to be settled before we can come close to a negotiating or mediating role," he said.

Infant girl receives baboon heart — Doctors transplanted the heart of a baboon into a 16-day-old girl at California's Loma Linda Medical Center Friday. The infant, referred to as Baby Fae, was born with the fatal hypoplastic heart syndrome. Animal Rights advocates protested the operation, but other picketers supported the action. The doctors employed a new drug, cyclosporin-A, to help suppress the girl's rejection of the foreign heart.

Local

Kerry will return PAC money — Lt. Governor John F. Kerry, the Democratic US Senate candidate in Massachusetts, said Sunday he will return $10,000 given to his campaign by Democrats for the 80's, a national Political Action Committee. Kerry, as well as Republican candidate Raymond Shanley, have promised to refuse money from PAC's. Democrats for the 80's bought $10,000 of tickets to a political fund raising dinner for the Democratic nominees, before the primary. When Kerry won the primary, his campaign received the money.

Sports

Waitz wins her sixth New York Marathon — Greta Waitz of Norway won the women's competition of the New York Marathon Sunday in a relatively slow 2 hours 29 minutes and 30 seconds. Italy's Orlando Pizzolato was the overall winner with a time of 2 hours 14 minutes and 53 seconds. Temperatures in the mid-70's and high humidity made it difficult for the runners. Waitz said it was her most difficult marathon ever. The weather may have contributed to the death of France's Jacques Bussereau who collapsed 14 miles into the race.

Weather

Rain on Halloween? — During the next few days Boston will be in a battle zone between cold air from Canada and warm, summer-like air from the the South. This means typical New England weather: almost anything. Variable clouds are predicted for today and tomorrow, with highs around 60 and possible rain tomorrow.
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DISCOVER INTEL'S TECHNOLOGY LEADERSHIP

Intel. The microelectronics leader. Responsible for such technological "firsts" as RAM's (Random Access Memories), EPRON's (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories), microprocessors, and microcomputers. Computer microcomputer development systems and million-bit memory modules. Intel's formula for success combines resources, objectives, people and a company philosophy that inspires and rewards excellence.

We know you've worked hard to make yourself the best you can be... So have we. We desire nothing less than the best. We accept nothing less than the best. We have a lot in common... If you're looking for a chance to achieve "firsts" of your own, invest your education at Intel... the leader in microelectronics and computers.

If you're unable to meet with us, please contact Intel College Relations at the location of your choice:

Arizona: 5000 West Williams Field Road, Chandler, AZ 85224

Santa Clara, California: P.O. Box 2017, Santa Clara, CA 95070

Sacramento/Folsom, California: 151 Ralston Road, Folsom, CA 95630

New Mexico: 460 Energy Road, Rio Rancho, NM 87144

Oregon: 5200 N.E. Ellen Young Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97124

Texas: 12675 Research Boulevard, Austin, TX 78786

1800-MCC-TECH
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OPEN HOUSE

November 5, 1984, 7:00-9:00 PM

Building 4, Room 163

Software Opportunities Presentation